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We offer unparalleled value to our partners through relevant 
engagement and advisory by our community and team.



vVv is a rare 
community in a 
crowded space. 
Thoughtful, 
engaged, and 
proactive, the 
members of vVv 
are some of the 
most dedicated 
people you’ll find.”

“

Nils Pihl
CEO & Founder @ Auki Labs
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vVv establishes meaningful relationships with the most promising upcoming

projects, allowing members to purchase tokens at early-stage investment 

rounds. Up until now, this was exclusive to institutional investors and 

inaccessible to normal people.

The only alternatives were community venture capital (VC) firms. However, 

these platforms often charge members exorbitant fees, have non-transparent 

decision-making, and have a hit-or-miss investment record. Reliant on a 

fee-based model, community VCs present their communities with good and 

bad opportunities alike to generate revenue, and have no incentive to do due 

diligence for their members.

vVv in contrast, works without fees and ensures through its dedicated 

Research Institute, that only high-quality, high-conviction investments with a 

strong potential for short and long-term success are presented to the 

community. In addition, the community is incentivized to actively participate in 

the vetting process. This includes objective research reports, public AMAs 

with the founders of each project, and alpha/beta testing of the 

software/game/product being developed. Active community involvement 

provides members with an understanding of each project’s long-term goals, 

vision, and risks.

Introduction

Your trusted partner,
in a trustless world.
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vVv is an elite venture capital firm that invests 

in blockchain-based projects and businesses 

alongside institutions and billionaires such as 

HashKey Capital, Animoca, and Shima Capital.

Holders of the vVv Season 1 NFT have the privilege 

to participate in the potential upside of our top-tier 

investments — without any fees. vVv’s investments 

range from infrastructure, data, privacy, and gaming 

to DeFi, IoT, and AR.

vVv accommodates all classes of investors with a 

low barrier to entry for newcomers combined with 

large ticket sizes for serious investors and whales. 

We also offer a raffle-based investment system for 

non-holders as well as those who cannot KYC.

Our vision is to become the most coveted strategic 

partner by o�ering not just capital, but engagement, 

council, and the power of a strong and knowledgeable 

community and team.

vVv attracts and cultivates the highest caliber members 

to create the most esteemed, committed, ambitious and 

a�uent community on the blockchain. We educate our 

community on how to perform due diligence through 

our vVv Research Institute and provide carefully curated 

resources and lessons to turn them into a�uent leaders 

through the vVv Academy. All while, allowing our 

community to participate in exclusive investments with  

100X - 1,000X potential.

Overview 4

“Solana’s private round token price was $0.20 
and hit a high of $260, generating a 1,300x return 

for their investors. A $100 investment would
have resulted in a $130,000 exit.”

vVv Litepaper

Direct Investment Claims
KYC Required (US options available)

Gamified Raffle Participation 
No KYC Required
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Community Centric

vVv presents pre-vetted opportunities, but the 

community decides which investments to 

pursue. Members can submit candidate projects 

for analysis to the vVv Research Institute as well 

as partake in establishing relationships and 

partnerships. vVv is always sure to reward those 

outstanding community members who add value 

to the community while demonstrating aptitude 

and passion.

No Fees = 100% Transparency

There are no hidden agendas to extract money

from the community or empty promises. Our 

model ensures 100% transparency.

Not Just Another
Community VC

The mixed quality of regular community VC investments results in high selling pressure from members on 

TGE. This has made community VCs notorious for “dumping”, which often precludes them from investing in 

top-tier crypto projects.

vVv stringently filters and vets projects, and only arranges investments when the community and team 

unanimously deem it a high quality opportunity with exponential upside. This instills confidence in each 

individual investor and incentivizes members to hold for long-term growth and value appreciation. This 

approach has earned vVv the reputation of being an elite group and has made partnerships possible which

normally were unattainable by community VCs.

Benefits

Budgets of Every Size

vVv realizes that every individual has a different

budget, so our barrier to entry on any investment is 

extremely low at only $10 — allowing everyone to 

participate without discrimination. But we also 

allow serious investors and whales to deploy 

significant capital directly, without raffles. The 

maximum investment amount per member is

in excess of $10,000.

Personal & Professional Growth

vVv isn’t just about investing - it’s also about

empowering our members to excel. Members have 

access to two free educational resources, the vVv 

Academy and the vVv Research Institute. The 

Academy lessons and mentoring bolster self 

confidence and increase personal and professional 

success, while the vVv Research Institute focuses 

on teaching critical analysis and how to properly 

vet projects.

vVv Litepaper



99.5% rejection rate of project proposals — only 1 out of 200 investment proposals make it to 
the second stage of the peer-review process.

Investment Strategy 6

Simply following the most prominent investors in the crypto space is insufficient. They often need to deploy 

hundreds of millions of dollars and therefore utilize a shotgun investment approach while performing very 

little due diligence. This equates to a multitude of bad investments, acceptable for large investors but 

unacceptable for the vVv community. We employ a highly targeted, strategic investment approach.

Due Diligence
is Key to Our Success

Peer-Reviewed Research Process

Every project proposal at vVv proceeds through the research workflow. vVv vets and procures the 

best-in-class deals through a rigorous and systematic review process led by the vVv Research Institute.

Identifying potential risks is the vVv Research Institute’s main priority.

Our research workflow follows the scientific methodology of a thesis and narrative-driven 
approach backed by evidence — utilizing a 2-stage peer-reviewed due diligence process.

vVv Litepaper
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From Investors
to Partners

vVv’s strict vetting process ensures we exclusively select best-in-class partnerships. Projects that pass our 

2-stage review process are transferred to the vVv outreach team who will schedule an AMA with project 

founders to help the community gather additional information. Based on their own due diligence leading up 

to the event and the insights from the AMA, the community will elect whether or not to pursue an investment.

We are super keen to have vVv as 
early adopters and users and to get 
your feedback on the product, data, 
wallet, and a lot of these applications. 
I look forward to working closely with 
vVv over the coming months.”

“
Jonathan Padilla

CEO & C0-Founder @ Snickerdoodle Labs

Internal Lead
Submissions

Research Lab
Basic Review

Research Lab
In-Depth Review

Outreach
Attempts

Schedule
AMA

Community
Vote

Community
Deal

When it comes to choosing partners, capital investment is often not the most important factor for top 

projects which have already raised significant capital. Instead, they seek value-added strategic partnerships 

— and that’s where vVv excels.

Decision to
Pursue

vVv Litepaper



8Portfolio

Our Partnerships 
Are Built to Last

peaq

peaq provides everything you need to build 

people-powered applications for vehicles, robots, and 

devices on a people-powered blockchain network.

HashKey Capital, Werner Geissler, Michael Ganser, Michael 
Jackson, Max Conze

Snickerdoodle Labs

Using blockchain technology to build a data economy 

that protects user privacy & distributes value to all 

stakeholders, including the data owners.

Blockchain Capital, Zilliqa Capital, Chris Kelly, Nick White, 
Michael Todasco

NFTfi

NFTfi allows borrowers to use the NFTs they own to 

access the liquidity they need – in a safe, secure, 

and anonymous way. 

Animoca Brands, Kleiner Perkins, Roham Gharegozlou, 
Sebastien Borget, Erick Calderon

Auki Labs

A peer-to-peer positioning framework which enables 

effortlessly sharable AR experiences and will one day 

replace the GPS.

Animoca Brands, Shima Capital, Kenetic, Outlier Ventures

vVv is constantly seeking innovative projects that are pushing the

boundaries of the blockchain. Here's a sample of our recent investments:

vVv Litepaper

Investing Alongside the Likes of

Private investors:

Sebastien Borget (COO of The Sandbox game), Werner Geissler (former Vice Chairman Procter & Gamble), Michael Ganser (former 
CEO Cisco), Nick White (co-founder of Harmony One), Roham Gharegozlou (CEO of Dapper Labs, the creators of NBA Top Shot and 
CryptoKitties), Erick Calderon (CEO & Founder at Art Blocks)



9 How it Works

NFT-Powered
Community

vVv is an NFT-based investment community. To participate in our direct investment deals, you will need to 

stake at least one of our vVv Season 1 NFTs. For our raffle system, we do allow non-holders the ability to 

participate, but NFT holders and stakers are given better odds with higher purchasing limits. With both, our 

direct investments and raffle system, the more NFTs you own or stake, the bigger allocations you can claim or win.

vVv S1 NFT collection has 5,000 NFTs of 3 different types: dolphins, sharks and whales.

Your entry to vVv
investments in a FCFS
round. Stake up to 6

dolphins to increase your
maximum allocation.

Holding a shark always 
provides a guaranteed 

allocation. Stacking with 
dolphins increases your 

maximum allocation amount.

Holding a whale always
provides a guaranteed

allocation with very high 
limits. Stack with sharks &
dolphins for higher limits.

Dolphins Sharks Whales

Purchase on Opensea Join the Community

vVv Litepaper

Dolphins are awarded to all minters while Sharks and Whales are reserved for special members of the

community. To obtain the vVv Season 1 NFT and start participating in our direct investment deals, you can

purchase one on the secondary market. Without an NFT, you will not be able to participate in direct deals but

you can always join our raffles and engage with the community.

https://opensea.io/collection/vvvs1
https://discord.com/invite/JR37tA3zZA


10How to Invest

Something for 
Everyone

Investment in cryptocurrencies can involve greater risk than is generally associated with conventional investment vehicles. Cryptocurrencies are high-risk assets 
and can result in significant capital losses. vVv makes no guarantees of investment performance or income generation. All investors are advised to fully 
understand all risks associated with any kind of investing they choose participate in. vVv advises each investor to perform due diligence prior to investing.

vVv Litepaper

With minimum investment sizes of $100 for direct 

investments and $10 for raffle tickets, no one is 

excluded. Have a desire to invest more capital? 

Whale NFTs allow deployment of large capital in 

our direct investments. To increase their 

maximum allocation, Whale holders can stack 

additional dolphins.

If KYC is an issue for investors, our raffle system 

is designed to allow people who cannot KYC a 

way to participate.

Direct Investment Claims
For members who complete 
KYC: $100 minimum to 
$10,000+ maximum ticket size.

Gamified Raffle Participation 
For newcomers and members 
without KYC: $10 entry and
prizes up to $10,000.

We recognize that each individual has different investment preferences. vVv offers solutions for all situations 

- small capital, large capital, US citizens, and even for those who cannot KYC.

Details on Page 11 

Details on Page 12 
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� What if you’re a US Citizen?

In compliance with AML (anti-money laundering) and KYC (know your customer) regulations, all US investors 

can participate in direct investment via the methods below:

     1. US Citizens — Accredited Investors

         Please send the proper documentation (tax returns, W-2 forms, letters from reviews by CPAs, tax 

         attorneys,  investment brokers, advisors, etc.) via email to kyc@vvv.fund

 

     2. US Citizens — Business Entities (LLCs and off-shore companies)

          Complete this this form, attach relevant documentation, and email to kyc@vvv.fund

vVv Litepaper

To be eligible to participate in direct vVv investment opportunities, individuals must fulfill both requirements:

Direct Investments

How to Participate 
in Direct Deals

Increase Your Allocation

Want to invest more capital into certain deals? Holding multiple NFTs increases your maximum allocation 

amount. In the rare case of small tickets or oversubscribed deals, multipliers + maximum amounts might be 

adjusted for everyone. However, the basic logic will always hold true - the more NFTs you hold, the higher the 

allocation amount.

Stake

at least (1) vVv Season 1 NFT 

KYC

with Blockpass

1 Dolphin 

$1,000 Limit

2 Dolphins 

$1,500 Limit

3 Dolphins 

$1,700 Limit

4 Dolphins 

$1,800 Limit

5 Dolphins 

$1,900 Limit

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bFY1pIxeq2vNol0uen0YyhzrcSF0EUrmE_tZmo6Idj8/edit


12Raffles

No KYC, No Problem

More dolphins equals more maximum ticket capacity:

Purchase a ticket and keep your fingers crossed. No other requirements. vVv’s novel gamified raffle ticket 

system allows NFT holders to go all in on coveted seed investments at an affordable entry price for 

everyone. Raffle participation does not require KYC and has the potential of a 10x token allocation on top 

of the high potential investment returns. 

Tier Min Tickets Odds

10 1:10

Gold 10 1:15

1 Dolphin 

10 Tickets

2 Dolphins 

23 Tickets

5 Dolphins 

99 Tickets

10 Dolphins 

300 Tickets

25 Dolphins 

2,500 Tickets

Gold

Diamond

10 1:15

Bronze 10

10

Min Tickets

10

10

10

10

10

Min Tickets

10

10

10

10

10

Max Tickets

See Ticket Table

10

See Ticket Table

10

See Ticket TableSilver

NFT Status

Partners

6-Month Stakers

12-Month Stakers

Non-Holders

Holders 1:20

1:37

Overview

NFTs of partner collections will count as one dolphin in the regular ticket system for those who purchase & hold additional dolphins.

“Expanding on the Solana example, even one single $10 winning 
ticket, would have resulted in a $13,000 exit.”

vVv Litepaper

1 Ticket = $1 Each winning ticket receives
a $10 pre-paid allocation prize.

1 Whale = 2X ticket boost + 99 tickets (per whale) 1 Shark = 1.5X ticket boost + 48 tickets (per shark)
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Sean Marcel
CEO and Founder

Andreas Pensold
Chief Research Officer

Jessie N. Pardo Jr.
Senior Research Analyst

Jesse Tsigelidis
Research Analyst

Farzan Naiemi
Research Analyst

Helena Hae
Community Manager
& Outreach Lead

Michael L. Pope
Research Analyst

Darknight Labs
Strategy & 
Collaboration Lead

Team

Passionate 
Blockchain Professionals
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To chat with the team, meet the
community, and get whitelisted

Dive deeper,
stay connected, 
& get in touch!

Visit our  FAQ to get
answers to your

questions

Read our Medium  
to learn more about 

how vVv works

Follow vVv  Twitter to 
stay up to date and

participate in our AMAs

Follow vVv on

vVv Litepaper

Join Our
Discord Server 
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https://discord.com/invite/JR37tA3zZA
https://discord.com/invite/JR37tA3zZA
https://vvv.fund/
https://twitter.com/vvvfund
https://www.linkedin.com/company/82099950/
https://medium.com/@vvvfund
https://open.spotify.com/show/30AWwuq0LFYgIGeY4kLIK5
https://www.youtube.com/@vvvfund/



